
Evaluation Sheet of Guest Professor Program,  
Graduate School of Science, Osaka Prefecture University 

 
The following information will be used as a reference material for our evaluation of the program. 
We appreciate your kind cooperation. We appreciate your sending this form by e-mail 
to 

 
kiriye@mi.s.osakafu-u.ac.jp, Prof. Kouyemon Iriye, Graduate School of Science, Osaka 

Prefecture University.  
 
1. If there are comments or advice for the graduate students who took your lecture in 
“Science Communication”, we appreciate your writing them below. 
 
It is very important for the graduate students to be able to ask questions in the class.  This is 
the critical component to create an “interactive setting” for effective learning.   Science 
communication is two-way.  Without direct feedbacks from the students in real time, even the 
most experience lecturer will feel handicapped in conveying his/her knowledge effectively. 
 
2. If there are comments or advice for the graduate students of your host professor, we 
appreciate them.  
 
I enjoyed very much the seminars presented by the students.  They have prepared their power 
point slides very well.  In preparing the slide, I would advise them to run some spelling check 
to avoid typos.  In their oral presentations using English some students needed to read from a 
paper.  While I think preparing “written note” for the presentation is a good habit, reading 
directly from the note is not.  It will break the important connection to the audience.  It is 
important that they avoid reading directly from the note.  To a minimum, they should 
periodically pause and look at the audience to maintain the connection. 
 
3. If there are comments or advice for the undergraduate students who took your lecture, 
we appreciate them. 
 
My comments for the undergraduate students are similar to those for the graduate students 
who took the lectures. 
 
4. If there are comments and suggestions for our program, we appreciate them. 
 
This is a very good program.  I think exposing students to foreign researchers will help them to 
broaden their scientific perspectives.  This program also provides an avenue for foreign 
researchers to establish collaborations with the Japanese research groups at OPU.   The 
hospitality provided is excellent. 
 
5. Can we make this sheet open to the public?  [ YES  or  NO ] 
 
YES 
 
Nam Chih-Kang Shih, University of Texas @ Austin  Date    August 19, 2010                    

                                                                   Thank you 
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